III. REPORTS:
President Skip Dawson:
a) Announcement of the campers app, Donna Jackson is the administrator. The app will send
notifications of events, payment reminders, office hours, help wanted/needed etc.
b) Thanksgiving dinner will be hosted from 4pm to 6pm by volunteers and donated food at no
cost to any of the members.
c) Hardship fund will be started, talk to Nancy or Kim for more information or to make a
donation. It will be on an individual basis, no certain criteria to be eligible you just have to
be in need.
d) Church will be in on the first Sunday of each month.
e) Many thanks to Interim camping David Gilland & Steve & Tressa Benson (not sure of
spelling), donated time and put in a lot of effort into decorating the bottom. More
decorations are done every year. A thank you to maintenance for getting the trailer. Great
time at Halloween party had Borrowed Times band there, good food and a lot of people
dressed up.
f) Overstays are still being billed. This is a time consuming process so please be patient.
Guests are not allowed to stay for than 30 nights, if they do their card will be deactivated
and they will lose their guest privileges. Guests cards of delinquent accounts will be
deactivated until the account is current. If you have any questions about your bill please call
Teresa at the office.
g) Anthony Cyr, EPC Coordinator sent out a lot of letters about lots that need to be cleaned up
and are now getting threats to him and his family. This matter will not be taken lightly,
posting on social media. Part of his job is to make sure that the lots are cleaned up and kept
clean. Members who have been helped by getting payment arrangements are the ones
bashing the BOD and club on social media and it is not appreciated.
Security Dan Brady:
a) Security is a continuous struggle, getting backlash on the signs that were put up in reference
to the signs that were put up about visual vehicle inspections upon entering and leaving the
premises. Dan explained that we are not going to physically go through someones vehicle
but we do have a right to visually inspect any vehicle that is entering or leaving FWC
property. We have a right to know who comes into FWC.
b) Scanning cards sign, everyone who becomes a members and guests know that they must
scan their card upon entering and leaving. Each person in the vehicle must scan their card,
no exceptions.
c) When there is an emergency your first call after calling 911 needs to be the guard shack.
The reason for this is that security needs time to get someone up there to cover them so
that they can escort the ambulance to the correct lot. Time is key in this matter and it could
be a life or death situation, minutes save lives. If an ambulance doesn’t have someone to
escort them it could cost someone their life so please be courteous.
Shawn Sullivan, Maintenance:
a) Waiting on the Kabota so that we can fix the road. Maintenance requests have slowed
down. Work orders are being completed promptly. If anyone notices anything that needs

to be fixed or done please put a ticket in so that maintenance can be aware of the issue and
get it addressed or fixed in a timely manner.
b) Anyone who has two lots can have a 50 amp service, you must have two lots and no
exceptions. One lot is allowed 30 amps only. If the club keeps going the way it is the club
will start blowing lines. The club was built for 30 amp usage.
c) There is countless hours and money that is put into the club for upkeep and being bashed
on social media for things not being done or done to someones liking is not appreciated.
Everyone should come together as a club.
Anthony Cyr, EPC
a) Anthony is continuously sending out violation letters. Understanding the process, you have
20 days from the date of the first notice to clean up your lot if you do not clean up the lot
within that time period you will get a send violation notice along with a $50 fine. If it is not
cleaned up within the 20 days of the second notice the club has the club has the right to
suspend membership rights and also has the right to send maintenance on your lot and
clean it up and then bill you for their time. There has been a lot of challenges by the
members of the legality of the violations and the process. If anyone has questions about
any of this Anthony is more than willing to discuss further.
KENNY STARTED TALKING/ASKING QUESTIONS AT THIS POINT
Stated that the BOD and employees need to be given violation notices and pay fines just like
the rest of the violators. He also stated that nobody can go on someones property, Anthony
said to refer to the bi-laws, Kenny stated that bi—laws don’t trump county laws, county
doesn’t trump state and state doesn’t trump federal. Kim asked him to not be addressing
things in a threatening manor bc he is scaring her.
Skip said that if there is an issue with this that it needs to be addressed with the BOD
directly.
Tommy started speaking about Anthony threatening him and wanted to know what was
going to be done about that. Skip asked of he had filed a complaint and he said that he
spoke directly to Skip and was verbally told that it would be handled. Then Tommy brough
up about Skip sexually harassing a young lady and it went from there……. THE END!

